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APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS FOR THE CARLEMAN EQUATION

S.K. CHUNG

1. Introduction

We consider the Carleman equation which is a system of semilinear
partial differential equaitons;

(1.1) ut+ux=v2-u2
Vt-vx=u2-v2 t>O, -oo<x<oo

with initial data
(1. 2) u(O, x) =tj)(x)

V (0, x) =c/J(x)
The above system has been studied by Carleman to model the

spatio-temporal behaviour of the velocity distribution function of a gas
whose molecules move parallel to x-axis with constant speed. In [7],
Kolodner showed that for nonnegative inital data tj)(x) and c/J(x) in
Cl (R), there exist nonnegative functions u and v in Cl (RX [0, 00))
for the problem (1. 1) and (1. 2) by using fixed point arguments and
some properties of the Riccati equation Thereafter, this problem has
been studied by several authors [2, 3, 5, 6, 8J

In this paper, we study the problem (1.1) and (1. 2) by a constr
uctive approximation scheme in the idea of [4J. In section 2, we
introduce an approximaiton scheme and construct approximate solutions.
In Section 3, we show that the constructed solutions are hounded. In
Section 4, we prove that the sequence of approximate solutions satisfies
the conditions of Arzela's theorem. Finally, we estimates the error
between the exact solution and approximate solutions in Section 5.

2. An Approximation Scheme

Let tj)(x) and c/J(x) be continuous nonnegative functions from R to
R with continuous first derivatives. Further, let tj) (x) , c/J(x), Itj)' (x) I.
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and I~ (x) I be bounded.
We are looking for nonnegative functions u(t, x) and vet, x) in Cl

([0, 00) XR) satisfying (1. 1) and (1. 2).
For any fixed positive number T, let Pm be a partition of [0, T]

given by
Pm= {to=0<tl<t2···<tm=T}.

Let Oi=ti+l-ti. Then we define the functions fh(x) and fA(x)
as follows;

(2.1)

Um(t, x) =,pi(X- (t-ti)) + (t-ti) [1;i2(X- (t-t;))
~,pi2(X-(t-ti)),·

Vm(t, x) =1;i(X+ (t-ti)) + (t-ti) [,pi2(X+ (t-ti))
-1;l(x+ (t-ti))]

(t, x) E [ti, ti+IJ XR.

,po (x) =,p (x),
1;0 (x) =1;(x),
,pHI (x) =,pi (X-Oi) +oi[1;i2(X-Oi) _,p;2 (x-O;)],
1;i+l (x) =1;i(X+Oi) +Oi[,pi2(X+Oi) -1;i2(X+Oi)]'

We now consider the following approximating sequences for (1. 1) and
(1. 2).

(2.2)

for

3. Estimates

Let Pm be a partition of [0, T]. We take this partition so that
0=oi=ti+l-t(~1/(2M), where M is a constant such that

O~,p(x), 1;(x) ~M.
Then we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 1. The functions Um and V m are nonnegative and bonuded by
M.

Proof. Suppose,p; and 1;; are nonnegative and bounded by M. Then
inductively, we get

M- Um(t, x) =M-,p;(x- (t-t;)) + (t-tD [M2_1;;2(X- (t-ti))]
- (t-t;) [M2_,pl (x- (t-t;))]

~ [M-,p;(x- (t-ti)) J[1- (t-t;) (M +,p;(x- (t-t;))]
~ [M-,p;(x- (t-ti))] [1-2M(t-tj )]

~O

for (t, x) E et;, t;+lJ XR. Hence Um(t, x) ~M.
And we have the following inequality;
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Um(t, x) G;.if>i(X- (t-ti)) - (t-ti)if>i2 (X- (t-ti))
=if>i(X- (t-ti)) [1- (t-ti) if>i (x- (t-ti))]
G;. 0,

for tE [ti, ti+1]. This shows that Um(t, x) is nonnegative.
Similarly we can show that Vm (t, x) is nonnegative and bounded

by M.

We now show that Um (t, x) and Vm (t, x) increase as if> (x) and ifJ (x)
increase.

LEMMA 2. Let if>(x)~([>(x) and ifJ(x)~{;(x). Let Um(t,x), Om(t,x),
Vm(t, x) and Vmet, x) be the corresponding approximate solutions of
(1.1) to if>(x), ([>(x), ifJ(x), and {;(x), respectively. Then

Um(t, x) ~Um(t, x) and Vm(t, x) ~Vmet, x).

Proof. If we assume that if>i(X) ~([>i(X) and ifJi(X) ~{;i(X), then from
(2. 2), we have the following inequalities.

Um(t, x) - Um(t, x) G;. [([>i(X- (t-ti)) -if>i(X- (t-ti))] X
[1- (t-ti) {([>i (x- (t-ti)) +if>i(X- (t-ti))}]

G;. [([>i (x- (t-ti)) -if>i (x- (t-ti))] [1-2M(t-ti)]
G;.O

for (t, x) E [ti, ti+l] XR.
Similarly, we have Vm (t, x) G;. Vm (t, x).
If we assume that there is a nonnegative constant Mo such that

Iif>'(x) I, IqI'(x)I~Mo,

then we have the following lemma

LEMMA 3. There exists a positive number M* such that

Iif>l(x) I, lifJl(x) I~M*
for i=O, 1, ..., m.

Proof. Let Mi= sup {I if>l (x) I, IifJl (x) I : xE R} Then since
if>i+I' (x) =if>l (x-o;) +oi[2ifJi(X-Oi)ifJl (x-o;)

- 2if>i (x -Oi) if>/ (x -Oi)],
we have

Iif>HI'(X) I~Mi+40iMMi
= (1 +4Moi) Mi

~ TI (1 +4Mo )Mo
j=O
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~(I+4M~)MO
~exp (4MT) Mo

If we take M*=exp (4MT) Mo, then M* is the required one.
Similarly, we can show that l~i+l' (x) I~M*. Thus we complete the

proof.

LEMMA 4. Given r>0, if there exists a modulus of continuity (J) such
that I~(x) -~(y) I, I~(x) -c/J(y) I~(J)(lx-yl) for Ix), Iyl ~r*=r+T,
then

IUm(t, x) -Um(t, y) I, IVm(t, x) - Vm(t, y) I~K(J)(lx-yl)
for O<t~T, lxi, Iyl ~r, where K is a constant independent of m.

Proof. We consider the case when to<t<tl and lxi, Iyl ~r*-oo.
From (2.2), we get

\Um(t, x) -Um(t, y) J~ I~o(x-(t-to)) -Ifto(y- (t-to)) I
X[I+ (t-to) I~o(x- (t-to» +~o(y- (t-to») IJ
+ (t-to) '~o(x- (t-to» -~o(y(t-to»)I
X I~o(x- (t-to») +~o(y-(t-to»"

~(J)(lx-y) I) (1+2ooM) +20oM(J)(lx-yl)
=.(1+4Moo)(J) ( Ix-YI)

for Ix-(t-to) I, ly-(t-to)l~r*-o+(t-to)~r*

In general, if ti<t~ti+l and lxi, Iyl ~r*-(oo+... +Oi)'
i=O, 1, ..., m-I, then

IUm(t, x) -Um(t, y) I~ r1 (1+4Moj )(J)(lx-yl)
j=O

~(I+ ~Tt(J)(lx-yl)

~exp (4MT) (J)(lx-yl).
Similarly, we can show that IV m(t, x) - Vm(t, y) I~exp (4MT) X

(J)(lx-yl).
Hence by taking K=exp(4MT) we complete the proof.

LEMMA 5. For any A>O, there exists a modulus of continuity function
Q such that

11ft! (x) -~! (y) I, I~! (x) -~! (y) I~Q(lx-yl)
for lxi, Iyl ~A.

Proof. Since ~(x) and ~(x) have bounded continuous first derivat-
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ives, there exists a modulus of continuity function, say Qo, such that

I,po' (x) -,po' (y) I, l,po' (x) -,pr! (y) I~Do( Ix-yl)
for lxi, Iyl ~A*=A+T. Inductively we assume that

l,pl (x) -,pI (y) I, l,pl (x) -,pI (y) I~Q;(lx-y)).
From (2. 1), by taking derivatives with respect to x, we get

,pHI' (x) -,p;+l' (y) =,pl (x-Oj) -,pI (Y-Oj) +20jep; (x-Oj) X
[,pI (x-o;) -,pI (y-o;)]

+ 20,-cjJI (y-o;) [,pi (x-o;) -,pi (Y-O;)]
-20;,p;(x-0;) [,pI (x-o;) -,pI (Y-O;)]
-20;,pj(Y-0;) [,pj(x-o;) -,p;(y-Oj)].

Hence, for i=O, 1, ... , m-I,
I,pHI' (x) -,pHI' (y) I~ (1-20;,p;(x-0;)) l,pl (x-O;) -,pI (Y-O;) I

+20; l,p;(x-o;) 11,p1 (x-o;) -,pI (Y-Oj) I
+20;[,p! (y-o;) ll,pj(x-oj) -,pj(Y-Oj) I
+20 j l,p! (y-o;) II,pj(x-o;) -,pj(Y-o;) I

~ (1-20 j,pj(x-o;))Q;(lx-y) I+20;MQj(lx-yl)
+ 20jM*exp (4MT) w (I x-y I)
+ 20jM*exp (4MT) w (I x - y I)

~ (1+20 jM)Qj(lx-yl)
+40;M*exp (4MT) w (I x-y I)

~ Ii (1+20;M)Qo(lx-yl)
j;O

+4M*exp(4MT) w( 1x-y I)
X [OJ+Oj_1 (1 +20j-1M) +...+ Ii Cl +20j M) 00]

j;O

~ Ii (l+20 j M)Qo(lx-YI)
j;O

+4M*exp(4MT)w(1 x-y)

X[.I..-+.I..-(1 +2.I..-M) + '" +.I..- IT (1 +2.I..-M)J
m m m mj;O m

~ exp (2MT) Qo( Ix-y I)
M*+2----:x:rxp (6MT)w( Ix-YI)

The same result can be obtained for l,pl (x) -,pI (y) I.
Therefore, by taking Q (I x-y I) =exp (2MT) Qo(I x-y I)

M*+2 M exp(6MT)w(lx-yl)

we complete the proof.
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LEMMA 6. For any B>O, there exists a function m* : (0, 00) ---+R with
lim w* (~) =0 such that
~->O

It/J;+l (x) -t/J/ (x) I, Icf;i+{ (x) -cf;/ (x) I~m* (A;, i+h)
for l~i~m,h~l, and Ixl ~B, where A;,i+h=a;+a;+l+ ... +a;+h-l'

Proof. Since t/J;+1' (x) =ifI (x-a;) +2a;[cf;;(x-a;) cf;/ (x-a;)
. -t/J;(x-a;) t/J/ (x-a;) J,

we obtain the following inequalities.
It/J;+{ (x) -t/J/ (x-a;) I~2a;(1 cf;;(x-a;)cf;/ (x-a;) I

+ It/J; (x-a;) t/J/ (x-aD I)
~4MM*a;

Inductively we obtain
It/Ji+l (x) -t/J/ (x- A;, ;+h) I~4MM*A;, ;+h

and
It/J;+k' (x)...".t/J/ (x) I ~t/J;+l (x) -:-t/J/ (x-A;,;+h) I

+ It/J/ (x-A;,;+h) -t/J/ (x) I
<4MM*A;, i+h+D (Ai, i+~.

We can obtain the .same inequality for Icf;i+{(x)-cf;/(x) I. Thus,
by taking w* (~) =4MM*~+D(~), we complte the proof.

4. Convergence of Approximate Solutions

Let {Um} and {Vm} be approximate solutions for (1. 1) and (1. 2)
corresponding to a partition P m. We will show that the approximate
solutions rUm} and {Vm} converge to solutions u and v, respectively.
First we state the Arzela's theorem due to [lJ.

THEOREM (Arzela). Let {fn} be a sequence of real-valued functions
defined on a compact subset K of a separable metric space such that

(a) The sequence Un} is uniformly bounded on K
(b) Given any e>O, there exists N>O, a>O such that whenever

n>N, IXI-X21 <a, Xl> X2EK, then Ifn (Xl) - fn (X2) I<e.
Then there exists a subsequence {fnk} of {fn} which converges uniformly
to a continuous function f defined on K.

Applying the Arzela's theorem to rUm} and {Vm}, we can now find
subsequences rUm} and {Vm} which converge uniformly on bounded
subset of [0, TJ XR. .
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LEMMA 7. The sequences {Um(t,x)} and {Vm(t,x)} satisfy the condi
tions of Arzela's theorem.

Proof. The condition (a) is satisfied by Lemma 1. We now show
that the condition (b) is satisfied. We only consider the sequence {Um
(t, x)} since the other one is quite similar. Denote a partition Pm as
Pm= {tom=O<tlm< ...<tmm=T}.

For t, t* E [tr, ti+lmJ and x, x* ER, we clearly have
IUm(t, x) - Um(t*, x*) I~N(I t-t* 1+ Ix-x* I)

from the Lipschitz nature of if>i(X).
If t, t*E [0, TJ do not belong to the same strip, say ti_lm<t~tr~

tjm<t*~tj+lm, then we have the following inequalities;
IUm(t, x) - Um(t*, x*) I~ Um(t, x) - Um(tim, x) I

j-I

+L:IUm(ts+hX)-Um(t"x) I
s=i

+ IUm(tjm, x) - Um(t*, x*) I
j-I

~Nlt-trl+NL: Jts+lm-tsml
s=-i

+Nlx-x*1 +Nltjm-t*1
~N(lt-t*1+ Ix-x*l)

Um (t, x) satisfies the conditions of Arzela's theor-

(4.1)

lIence the sequence
em.

We now define functions OUmo~' x) as follows;

f
<p/ (x- (t-tr» +2 (t-tim) [<A(x- (t-tr» X

oUm(t, x) cN (x- (t-tr» -if>i(X- (t-tr»if>/ (x-

ox 1 (t-tr» J, tr<t~ ti+lm,
if>/ (x), t=tr.

The funcitons OVmQ~' x) can be defined similarly. Then we have the

following lemma.

LEMMA 8. The sequences {QUa~' x)} and {QVa~' x)} satisfy the

conditions of Arzela's theorem.

Proof. we only consider one, since the other one can be proved
similarly. By Lemma 4, the condition (a) is obviously satisfied. We
now show that the condition (b) is satisfied.

For t, t*E [tr, ti+1m], we have
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I
oUm(t, x) oUm(t*, x*) I::;: IoUm(t, X) oUm(t*, t) I

ox ox - Ox ox
+1 oUm(t*, x) oUm(t*, x*)

ox ox
~.Q(lt-t*1+ Ix-x*l).

For ti_lm<t"S.tr~tjm~t*~tj+lm, we have

IoUm(t, x) oUm(t*, x*) I::;: l'oUm(t, x) oUm(t*, x) I
~ ~ - ~ ~

+1 oUm(tr,x) oUlI,(tr,x) I
ox . ex

+IoUm(tjm, x) oUm(t*, x*) I
ox ox I

~.Q(lt-trl) +W*(LI"i,j)
+.Q(ltjm-t*1 + Ix-x*I).

This complete the proof.

The above lemma says that there exists a subsequence of {Um(t, x)}

such that {0Umo~' x)} converges uniformly on [-r, rJ and the limit

funciton u(t, x) has a continuous partial derivative with respect to x.
Now we let Pm (t, x) be defined as follows;
(4.2) Pm (t, x) = -(jJ( (x- (t-tr))

+ [o/f (x- (t-tr)) _p;2 (x- (t-tr)) ]
+ (t-tr) [ -2(/;;(x- (t-tr) )0/1 (x- (t-tr))
+2Pi(X- (t-tr) )p/ (x- (t-tim)) ]

for tE [tr, ti+lmJ.
Then by Lemma 1 and Lemma 3, Pm (t, x) is uniformly bounded.
And from (4.1) we have

Pm(t, x) + ()Umo~' x) o/f(x+ (t-tr)) -(!J;2(x- (t-tim)).

Furthermore,

Pm(t, x) + oUa~' x) Vm2(t, x) +Um2(t, x)

=o/f(x+ (t-tr») -pf(x- (t-tim))

- [o/i(X+ (t-tr)) + (t-tr) {pf(x+ (t-tr)) _0/;2 (x+ (t-tr))} J2
+ [p;(x- (t-tr») + (t-tr) {o/f (x- (t-t;m) _p;2 (x- (t-tr))} J2

.--70.

Noting !Pi(X) I, lp/ex) I, Io/i(x) I, and 10// (x) I are uniformly bounded
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and It-tl ~Z, this convergence is uniform. Thus Pm(t,x) converges
m

to a continuous function. It follows that the limit functions U and
V (proceeding similarly) satisfy (1. 1) in [0, T] X [ -r, r].

We are now ready to state the main theorem as follows.
Main Theorem. For nonnegative bounded continuous funcitons,p (x)

and cjJ (x) with bounded continuous first derivatives, there exist
nonnegative funcitons u (t, x) and 'D (t, x) satisfying (1. 1). Furthermore,
u(t,x) and v(t,x) can be obtained as limits of sequences Um(t,x) and
Vm (t, x) constructed by (2. 1) and (2. 2), respectively

5. Error Estimates

Let u (t, x) and v (t, x) be the exact solutions to (1. 1) and (1. 2),
and Um(t, x) and Vm(t, x) be the approximate solutions corresponding
to a partition Pm. Let am=u-Um and bm=v- V m. Then we have the
following relations.

O;tm + 0;; =v'l-u2_[ep,2(x-(t-tr)) -,pf(x-(t-tr))J,
(5.1)

ob obotm - 0; =u2-v'l-[,pf(x- (t-tr)) -epf(x+ (t-t,m))J.

We let
(5.2)

Then

tP, (x- (t-t/,,)) = Um (t, x) +R, (t, x),
ep,(x+ (t-tr)) = Vm(t, x) +S,(t, x).

IR,(t, x) 1= 1t-t,m 11 ep,2 (x- (t-tr)) _,p,2 (x- (t-t/,,)) I
~2M2It-t,ml

~2M2I1Pmll,

where IlPmll =min {It'+lm-trl : ;=0,1, ..., m-I}.
Similarly, we have

IS,(t, x) I~2M21IPmll.
From (5. 1) and (5. 2), we have the following system of partial

differential equaitons

(5. 3) (jam + (jam + b +-at ox =anam a12 mP"

obm obm - + b + *--ae- ox -a21am a22 m P"

with
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(5.4)
where

S.K. Chung

am (0, x) =bm(O, x) =0,

an=-(u+Um),
a12=v+ Vm,
a21=-an,
a22=-a12,
Pi=2RiUm+~2 - 2SiVm-Si2,
Pi*=-P.

We observe that IPil, Ipi*I~8M2(1+MI1Pmll)llPmll and !ai,i\S;2M,
i,j=I, 2. Let a=2M and b=8M2(I+MIIPmID IlPmll. Further, if we let
Ei=max{lam (ti, x) I, \bm(ti' x)!}, then Eo=O. Now by an application
of Haar's lemma [9J we get

blam(t, x) I, Ibm(t,x)I~Ei exp (2oi)+2a {exp(2aoi)-I}

for tE [tim, ti+1mJ. That is,

Ei+l~Ei exp (2aoi) + :a {exp(2aOi) -I}.

This last inequality gives

Ei+l~ :a {exp(2aT)-1} for i=O, 1, ...,m-I.
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